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EDITORIAL

Challenges in the diagnosis and treatment of 
small fiber neuropathies
Desafios no diagnóstico e tratamento das neuropatias de fibras finas
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S mall fiber neuropathies (SFN) are challenging at the level of the diagnosis, treatment 
and follow-up. Patients usually complain of severe pain, mostly in their feet, greatly 
affecting their quality of life, while the examiner finds no, or very few, clinical signs 
of peripheral neuropathy. Conventional electrodiagnostic testing does not give 

much additional information and, in idiopathic cases, routine blood tests do not show any 
abnormality. What to do in these cases? Symptomatic treatment is also often disappointing. 
Antiepileptic drugs, serotonin reuptake inhibitors and tricyclic antidepressants are the first 
line of treatment1. They may improve 30% in the rating of pain scores in about 30% of the 
patients, which is not much different from the effect of placebo. Being a little more aggres-
sive with pharmacological treatment leads to opioids, which may produce side effects, and 
invasive treatments such as neural blockade, spinal cord stimulation, intrathecal medica-
tion, and neurosurgical interventions, which are elected by some patients impelled by the 
severity of their symptoms.

On this topic, as in many others, a correct diagnosis is more than half the medical action 
to be taken. A thorough explanation to the patient about the nature of the problem, the origin 
of his/her symptoms, the benefits and side effects of the available medication and the reas-
surance of close follow-up are the most logical steps to complete the medical act. However, 
symptoms may continue in spite of all the care. It is in this situation that we need guide-
lines and consensus papers, like that by Gondim et al., in this issue2. Experience from other 
experts in the field becomes very handy when we, and our patients, need reassurance in the 
diagnosis. In fact, the syndromic diagnosis of SFN is not a difficult one to reach on the basis 
of clinical assessment. It is more difficult to have laboratory support of the diagnosis, as con-
ventional electrodiagnostic methods are insufficient and more sophisticated equipment is 
not accessible to all3. It is even more difficult to reach an etiological diagnosis. The percentage 
of unknown causes of SFN remains at about 30% of the patients, in spite of advancement in 
the tools used for the diagnosis4. In those with known causes, impaired glucose metabolism, 
chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy, and monoclonal gammopathies are 
the disorders most frequently observed. The importance of a complete blood test for an etio-
logical diagnosis has been stressed by Lang et al.5. These authors determined the prevalence 
of each abnormal blood test result among a battery of 21 tests. The most prevalent abnormal-
ities were a high erythrocyte sedimentation rate and antinuclear antibodies, each present in 
28% of 231 patients with skin biopsy confirmation of SFN. Apart from that, a number of other 
antibodies with elevated titers were found, which led the authors to suggest an association 
between SFN and dysimmunity. 

As Gondim et al.2 correctly point out in their manuscript, the use of relatively sophisti-
cated electrodiagnostic techniques has led us to uncover a larger number of patients with SFN. 
Electrodiagnostic testing has an important task in the characterization of the nerve lesion caus-
ing SFN. Probably the closest method to examine conduction in small fibers is microneurog-
raphy, which may help in identifying the type of sensory fibers involved and the severity of the 
nerve lesion6. However, pain is a feeling and characterization of the lesion that may not take into 
account all the mechanisms involved. A useful method for the evaluation of how patients feel 
pain is psychophysical testing, i.e., quantitative sensory testing. Small fibers convey tempera-
ture and pain sensations and it is, therefore, relevant to assess thermoalgesic sensation using 
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psychophysical methods in SFN patients. A rather complex 
protocol for quantitative sensory testing has been promoted 
by the German Research Network on Neuropathic Pain for the 
description of sensory profiles of different forms of polyneurop-
athy7. Another proposal has been to examine how patients feel 
temperature change with the so-called dynamic thermotest8. 

In any case, the systematic use of the available electrodiagnos-
tic and quantitative sensory testing tools helps us to describe 
more and more forms of clinical manifestations of SFN9,10 and 
their pathophysiological mechanisms. This will eventually lead 
to recognition of biomarkers of the dysfunction and provide 
cues to devise new treatments. 
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